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ADDENDA 
Addenda to “Shulka Cohomology and Triples”l 
Communicated by Saunders MacLane 
Received i&y 1, 1967 
Saunders MacLane has pointed out that Remark 3.6 in [1] is wrong. This 
apparently leaves a gap in the proof of Proposition 3.7. Actually the formulas 
derived there, based on the nonfunctorial choice, can still be shown to be 
natural. However, a much simpler proof of Proposition 3.7 can be given 
directly. We also sketch a substantially simpler proof of the Main Theorem 
1.1. We use the word “algebra” to mean “K-algebra over ~1”. 
Proof of Proposition 3.7. For any K-module M let 6,M : V,M + ErozM 
denote the K-linear map such that S,M(m) = @rz>>. Then (V,, , e0 , 6,) is a 
cotriple which acts both in the category of algebras and in K-modules. Let 
k-, = CT : G---f V,,G as in [I], page 229, and having defined k-, ,..., k,-, 
where ki : ViG + Vi+,G is such that dk, + ki-,d = 1 for 0 < i < n - 1, 
let 7.iz : N, - Va be the inclusion and LX, : V,G -+ NnG be the unique map 
with TUG . aR = 1 - knpld. This makes sense because 
d( 1 - k+, d) = d - (1 - k,-, d) d = d - d + k,-, d2 = 0. 
Let k, = Vp:, * S,,N,-,G. We have 
dk, = rnG . e,,N,G . V,pn . S,,N,-,G 
= rnG * a, . q,V,,N,-,G . 6,N,-,G 
= 1 - k,-, d. 
It is possible to show that k,k,-, = 0 but it will be useful below to use 
instead. 
PROPOSITION. If a complex has a contracting lromotopy k then kdk is also a 
contracting komotopy. Mo~emer, (kdk)” = 0. 
Proof. 
kdkd -t dkdk = k( 1 - kd) d + d( 1 - dk) k = kd - k2d2 + dk - d”k2 
=kd+dk=l. 
(kdk)” = k( 1 - kd) (1 - dk) k = k( 1 - kd -- dk + kd2)k k = 0. 
Now kdk is as natural as k and so Proposition 3.7 is proved. 
‘All references not otherwise identified are taken from 111. -Ql notation is from 
that paper. 
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Shukla shows in [3] that to compute his cohomology, W may be replaced 
by any DGA algebra Wr+ r whose terms are K projective and whose 
homology is l7 
The proof of our Main Theorem 1.1 can be considerably simplified if we 
apply this result of Shukla, taking Wr to be the chain complex associated 
with the simplicial algebra 
whose faces and degeneracies are the usual ones for cotriples. It is shown in 
[2] that this complex has homology isomorphic to l? It follows from the 
associativity of the explicit maps of the Eilenberg-Zilber theorem that the 
chain complex associated with a simplicial algebra can be given the structure 
of a DG algebra. In fact, let 
where the first map is the Eilenberg-Zilber map and the second is the multi- 
plication in wn+mr = v, n+mflr Now the proof of Theorem 3.2 is based on . 
finding a K-linear map V, -+ V,G whose composite with V,P is the identity. 
For W this is easily done. In fact, the set map I’+ Gr extends to a K-linear 
map VJ-+ V,,Gr and then to V,,nr + V,,nGI’ for all n > 0. Similarly the 
contracting homotopy in WG + G is simply kdk where k, : V,“+‘G+ VF+‘G 
is V:% where o : G -+ V,,G is as in [I]. The rest of the proof is the same. 
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